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About This Game

--OVERVIEW--

A visual novel short story inspired by the gorgeous pixel art of PC-98 games and a melodramatic story full of betrayal and
crescendo. Follow Vassan, Eugenie and Memnon as they flee their home in search for a better tomorrow in this stylish visual

novel!

--STORY--

The royal city of Flayes has been under siege for months. The food is running out everywhere but the royal court. High society lives
like there's no tomorrow, and for a reason. One night the walls protecting the city break down and Vassan, Eugenie and Memnon

are forced to accept reality, their homeland is no more. High society has raised these people extremely selfish, but as they flee
Flayes they are forced to change their ways. But is it possible to value kindness and life in a world where individual lives have little

value?

--CHARACTERS--
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"No, I`m not having fun. Then again, when you`re at war and everyone around you is pretending it`s New Year`s Eve, are you
supposed to? I feel its my fate to be alone in party crowds, and in good company only when I`m alone with a book. Or my quill."
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"It`s not about the money, it`s about being free. And that`s a lot easier when you have money. Or are a man."
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"Yes, life isn`t much more than the lies we tell ourselves. The trick is pick a fun lie and tell it well."

--MUSIC--

"Harp" --- Jordy Hake

"Snowfall" --- Joseph Gilbert / Kistol

"Seashore Peace Ambiance" --- Philippe Groarke

"The Desert of Dreams" --- TheMysticBard

"Spelunker`s Anthem" --- TheMysticBard

"Terror/Thriller Improvisation" --- Marcelo Fernandez

"RPG - The Graveyard" --- HitCtrl

"Blackmoor Tides" --- Matthew Pablo
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Title: The Great Voyage - Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ladybug Games
Publisher:
Black Poodle Entertainment
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2018
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definitly a good experience. Can't wait for more cinematics in VR .. :D. The game is interesting when you just read about it, but
the graphics are beyond terrible, when you run it is actually slower than walking, and the music was distorted terribly.
If someone were to remake this game properly, as in they made it look and sound realistic, they fixed up controls and
movement, and actually spent some time on this, this could be a good game.. May have wasted a good chunk of my day playing
this game and not writing new material for the open mic tonight. A life well wasted. Not even mad. 10\/10 would recommend.

So. I bought this game the moment it went on sale and finished it in 3 sittings. I am a fan retro RPG's and based off of the
description I could tell that this game would be something special.

The game plays with familiar themes and video game tropes in a way that it felt like I was having a conversation directly with
the developer about our collective video game history.

The writing is funny and feels honest and truthful while playing on ideas of morality and responsibility in a fantasy world
setting. There is much to explore with easter eggs everywhere.

The mechanics are interesting and the playstyle is customizable so that I had to do a fair amount of strategizing to defeat the
final boss which actually felt like a huge accomplishment.. The fireworks part is really nice to watch and to play with. The
indoor fireplace scene where it rains outdoor is too complex and juddery on my GTX 780Ti GPU. This scene needs some
optimization. The other two landscape scenes are relatively bland and would require higher res textures and details to be really
enjoyable.

. Props to the makers. I picked it up on sale today. Had it in my wish list for a while as I've heard good things but couldn't really
see how tennis or ping pong would be all that great.

I was wrong, the physics are really quite incredible. I can tell there is obviously some assist in action to make things a little less
realistic and frustraiting and 10X more fun. Great job. I can't decide wich I like better. Probably ping pong since I grew up
playing it and it hits close to home.. I like this game. A lot. Now that they added free DLC, I had to write a review.

I'm a big fan of side-scrolling platformers, and Shu is one of the better recent ones. It can get difficult (the punishing time trials
especially), but it's easy enough to finish the story. And it's a breathtaking journey along the way. It\u2019s nice to see a
platformer that doesn't go with the "retro" pixel graphics style.
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real fun game. recommanded to everyone how likes whatever you see on the pictures and vedeos above

\u20ac:\u20ac:\u20ac:\u20ac:\u20ac:\u20ac:\u20ac

so.... just play the demo. still multiplayer. its like the buyed verson. you just lose 3 classes, and some maps. however, you are
still able to play them. just not as host. ( PAY 4 IT ANYWAYS!!! xD ). Video Review available here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hzWfwR0Mr3A

OKAY. So first up Serious Sam games in VR are amazing and I want more old school devs to do this. Playing games you played
when you were younger makes you feel good, VR makes you feel excited, the combination is like being a kid again.

This game is perfectly ported into VR, it plays great. It's really a blast.

It's better value for money than The First Encounter, as it's a bit longer. It's also a bit more varied and in general they tried to
mix up the combat, the environments etc enough that it does feel like an improvement.

It does come with a few more sections that feel like a slog, and the bosses aren't nearly as cool as the end boss from The First
Encounter, but the gameplay is great and the big fights are on average better than in The First Encounter.

Croteam demonstrating that they are gods of chaos once again, I will insta-buy anything they put out in VR because the quality
is always very high.. It's fun for what it is. It's a cheap game that gave me 10+ hours of entertainment.. This game is awesome!
just like the old MC games. The water and terraforming effects blow my mind. Hoping the spell sound effects get upgraded
(mostly lightning), but still work how they are... Cant wait to see this grow into a full game.. A collection of platformer\/puzzle
levels. Sharp and charming graphics, cute sounds, spot-on controls. It's all there. So if you're looking for a fun, but shallow,
puzzle platformer game, Shuggy might just be the thing for you !

You get a lot of value for the current price, but, in hindsight, I would've rather paid \u20ac5 (but then again, who doesn't want to
pay less ? ;)).

[Rating: 72\/100]. TLDR; This is already is a pretty good game with a LOT of potential, that needs a bit more content, but worth
it in its current form.

Game has around 2-3hrs of story levels, Each being different on its "mechanics", i was expecting at least 2 or 3 levels like the
demo\/1st level (run around in a building saving people and putting out fires) but only the 1st one was like that, after that each
level works different, as in you need to do different things, this kinda screwed with me because some levels you walk until you
reach an "action" point where you cant move, and enemies start coming in waves and you had to take cover within your
designated play area... but then other levels once the "presentation" was over you could teleport and move way more freely
around the VR playspace.

The last level is the best by far imo, the most "campaing like", when it was over i STILL WANTED MORE! that obviously is a
good sign, but it also means it felt unfinished, sure the last mission does feel like a final mission... but id absolutely would have
loved to have at least a couple more "pure" firefighter levels, instead of almost immediately going from fighting fire, to to
fighting the evil cronies of a mad man in a conspiracy that goes to the highest place in the goverment.

The guns feel like 1 use and be done with, way underused. Different types of guns i recall: auto turret that has to be aimed and
reloaded, double barrel balloon shotgun, pump action pistol, automatic reload pistol, the axe and the semiautomatic pistol and
granades. so, a decent ammount of guns, that basically you once on 1 level and never see it again.

There are a few different enemies, like the ones that rush towards you, the ones that shoot missiles from afar, and the ones that
shoot at you, and of course the level bosses.

If "weapon selection" was a thing, it would be obvious to make each weapon extra effective against a different kind of enemy...
and having the player change them on the fly depending on what wave the game is throwing at you, obviously not forcing the
player to change, but adding extra damage because affinity or something. (i dont get why getting the paper enemies wet with the
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gun wouldnt work at least a bit, why it HAD to be with a granade or viceversa)

A couple more indicators would be welcomed, like with the final boss i wish it had an indicator that my bullets where not doing
anything as i spent like 10 minutes avoiding him and shooting him without it doing anything until realizing the "slap attack" was
meant to be kind of a queue for me to slap him... with the axe :\/ so it would trigger his move where i could actually damage
him.

Dialogue is pretty funny (Subtitles should be added!) and i liked all the voices, the 4th wall breaking was great!

I feel the settings had very little to choose from, and of course, there is only Teleport movement, which is a bummer, but being
the kind of game it is, its fine imo. (but having more movement options would be better)

I dont know the "roadmap" for this game, it feels unfinished, BUT it already has a respectable amount of content and it truly
shows potential! I bought it on a 60% off sale, and i feel it was more than an adaquate price! ~3hrs of gameplay, good graphics,
good performance, nice audio (voices music and sounds), funny dialogue and a LOT of potential.

Recommended.. The game is broken. I'm playing on WMR and when I turn on the game, the armclaw stays idle and does not go
to my hand. It will not work.. If you're looking for something simple to kill time this is good. Nothing fancy, should work well
on low-end PCs, can be as easy or as challenging as you want.
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